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Dear Reader,
A very happy new year to you at first. Hope the vacation was quite refreshing and you are now
rejuvenated for new endeavors. We will be delighted to share a flashback of the happenings in the
past semester.

IN THIS ISSUE

This paper will guide you to the memory lanes and will help you to relive the moments.
Warm regards,
ME Department

Executive VP’s Message
At the outset, I gratefully acknowledge the warm response, encouraging support and interest shown
by reputed organizations in recruiting our students over the years.
As a College, our Mission is to transform the lives of our students and
provide the industry with ethical global leaders for the 21st century, who
are sensitive towards protecting the environment and are passionate
about making significant societal contributions. We aspire to develop
business leadership which is capable of building resilient organizations,
whilst adhering to the highest standards of Corporate Governance. We
will continuously seek to create an enriching educational environment,
where innovative thinking becomes a way of life.

 NIET Premier League
 Ebullience’ 14
 Seminars
 Awards
 Techfest
 Univ fest

From HOD’s Desk
The mission of the ME Course is to foster the technical, critical thinking, and communication skills
necessary for students to contribute to the engineering profession and to
the well‐being of society.
The research activities complement our educational mission, address the
ever‐ changing needs of industry and society, and contribute to the
economic and social development of the nation. Backed by a number of
well‐developed laboratories such as Computer Aided Engineering
Drawing Lab, the department also has well‐established basic laboratories
such as Basic Workshop Practice, Mechanical Testing lab, Foundry &
Forging Lab, Machine Shop, Mechanical Measurements & Metrology Lab,
Fluid power lab, C‐Programming &MAT lab with full‐fledged facilities.
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National Workshop
Our HOD Prof (Dr.) P. Pachauri participated and presented his views in the national
workshop on “Additive Manufacturing: 3D Printing”. The workshop was organized by
Shiv Nadar University, G.B. Nagar on dated 17th and 18th of August 2014.
Tamasha by UPTU
Students of Mechanical Engineering Department, NIET, Gr. Noida participated in
showed their talent and were awarded with certificates at a prestigious platform of The
TAMASHA, an inter‐university competition organized by UPTU at Greater Noida in the
month of August 14. Teams from various colleges participated in the event.
G-QUASAR
Inter‐college fest was organized at Galgoltia’s, Greater Noida, naming it G‐QUASAR in
the second week of September 2014. Students of ME department NIET took part and
were appreciated, won prizes in various quizzes. In another event at United Group of
Institutions a Techno‐Crusade Quiz was held in which NIETians proved their excellence.

Aspiringminds
A good news for every well wisher out there, Aspiringminds awarded NIET with
“National Employability Award” in the month of September 2014 for our extravagant
placement records and the go getter attitude of the students inculcated during the
period and the zeal to excel.

NIET Premier League
Department of Mechanical engineering, NIET introduced NIET Premier League to
develop sportsmanship in the students, the event was planned and supervised under MD
Dr. O.P. Agarwal, Director Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Kumar and Director Project & Planning Prof.
P. Pachauri. Teams from different academic year competed against each other.
Ebullience’ 14
Annual Techfest Ebullience 2014 was organized at NIET Greater Noida with active
participation of Students and members of Mechanical engineering Department in the
month of November 2014. Various events were organized on the day for instance ROBO
Soccer, Seeking Erudite and other exciting events. Students of mechanical engineering
were awarded and appreciated for their participation during and after the event by our
honorable MD, Director and HOD.
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Geek Week
A techie event for those who are too much into gadgets & gizmos was organized by
UPTU Khabar at NIET, Gr. Noida in accordance with Worlds of Wonder and other
sponsors in which fest management team from mechanical engineering department
actively managed the whole event in November 2014.

Tech Trishna’ 14
AKGEC organized Tech Trishna’ 14, an inter‐college tech fest and awarded Master
Amandeep of ME 3rd year for his outstanding performance and bagged rank 1 in ROBO
Soccer Tournament.
Seminar
A seminar on “Micro/Meso‐scale manufacturing processes and its application” was
organized by Mahatma Gandhi Mission’s College of Engineering and Technology in
which Prof. Kornel Ehmann, Faculty, Manufacturing and Design Engineering of
Northwestern University, Chicago, threw light on the topic on 8th of December 2014.

DREAMS GOT WINGS
From the past placement season we have 150+ placements in various Organizations and Firms which
gave wings to the dreams of the students and fly above the clouds to the seventh heaven.



78 Students placed from mechanical engineering department placed in TCS.



Some got placed with Hyundai, Maruti and other major recruiters.



Among other, some got Armaan Machineries Ltd., Ajit Automobiles, etc.



Hope, the end of this session will be a very happy beginning to your new life.
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